Suzuki xl 7

XL-7 stands for "Xtra Large 7 seater". The first-generation XL-7 was a Suzuki design, had a
body-on-frame construction, and was essentially a stretched Grand Vitara. The North American
version had a Suzuki-designed 2. Beginning in , European versions were also available with a 2.
A unique trait in the US market in this segment, the XL-7 was available with five-speed manual
transmission, in both five- and seven-seat variants. It was awarded the Consumers Digest "Best
Buy" award. However, sales slowed as the vehicle aged relative to the competition. Introduced
on November 22, , Suzuki partnered with General Motors to build the model year version, now
called XL7 without the hyphen. It used the same unibody platform and many of the same
components as the Chevrolet Equinox , Pontiac Torrent , Saturn Vue and Opel Antara but
incorporated third row seating exclusive to the Suzuki. Styling cues on the model include a
chrome slotted grille and trapezoidal headlights. It no longer has the spare tire mounted on the
rear door. From its introduction in until its discontinuation in , the second-generation Suzuki
XL7 was available in five trim levels: Base only , Special only , Premium only , Luxury , and
Limited Depending upon the trim level selected, both two-row, five-passenger seating and XL7
specific three-row, seven-passenger seating were available the related Chevrolet Equinox and
Pontiac Torrent did not offer third-row seating as an option. This was coded N36A by Suzuki.
While and models used a five-speed automatic transmission , models received a new six-speed
automatic transmission. In May , Suzuki halted production of the XL7 indefinitely due to low
demand. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article relies largely or entirely on a single
source. Relevant discussion may be found on the talk page. Please help improve this article by
introducing citations to additional sources. Motor vehicle. See also: Suzuki Vitara second
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Mid-size car. Grand Vitara. Suzuki ceased selling automobiles in the United States and Canada
between and Vehicles for the North American market from onwards are sold exclusively in
Mexico. The name "Ertiga" is an adaptation of " R-Tiga " where " Tiga " means " three " in
Indonesian , while " R " stands for "row". Therefore, the name is derived from "R3" which in turn
means "three-row MPV ". It was launched in India on 12 April [1] and in Indonesia on 22 April Its
development was led by chief engineer Toshikatsu Hibi. The first generation Ertiga is built on
the Swift subcompact car platform. According to Maruti Suzuki, the Indian Ertiga was designed
specifically for Indian consumers, unlike the other Maruti models which were designed for the
global market. In India, the Ertiga is available in both the alternatives of diesel and petrol
variants. Though both of these engines were also seen doing duties earlier in various models,
they are tweaked and retuned specifically for the car to provide fitting performance figures for
its customers. Suzuki Ertiga is also used as police patrol cars by the Bangalore City Police.
Earlier models are only available with 5-speed manual transmission. On 29 January , the GL and
GX trims received chrome front grille and double blower air conditioner. At the 20th Indonesia
International Motor Show in September , three new concepts in the Ertiga's form are introduced,
the Sporty , Luxury and Crossover version, which are actually Ertigas heavily modified into
concept cars. The normal version, in this case the GX variant, also appeared. The Elegant
version of the GX trim is available from August The Sporty was launched on 19 February , which
is based on the GL trim with a different front fascia and sporty body kit. The Ertiga sold , units
in two years, with selling record over Toyota Avanza in one year. In the Philippines, the Ertiga is
offered in three trim levels: GA with manual transmission only , GL with either manual or
automatic transmission and GLX with automatic transmission only. However the company
claims the Ertiga as a Life Utility Vehicle and also claims its aimed at being practical, while
retaining the fun-to-drive characteristics on the popular Swift. The South African market Ertiga
is only available with a 1. Changes consist of a wider grille, redesigned bumpers for all trims
and a new trunk garnish exclusive to the GL and GX trims. The facelifted Ertiga was launched in

India on 16 October On 8 January , Suzuki launched the luxury variant of the Ertiga, called
Dreza. It gets a different front fascia from regular variants, different wheel design and specific
colour option. The interior gets a different seat upholstery, wooden panel on the dashboard and
an 8-inch Android touchscreen audio system. It can sit up to seven people, but because the
middle row middle seat only features a lap belt, it is classified as a six-seater with a
configuration. It uses the same 1. The Ertiga was updated in August It is now known as the
Ertiga Xtra. Changes included a darker upholstery for the seats and a 7-inch touchscreen head
unit. As with the launch of the second generation Suzuki-branded Ertiga, the future production
of the Proton-branded Ertiga becomes unpredictable. In September , the Ertiga disappeared
from Proton's official website with no further announcement from Proton, [21] resulting the
future of the Proton-branded Ertiga remained to be unknown. Exports began on 22 October The
second generation Ertiga was launched in Brunei on 21 December The second generation Ertiga
was launched in India on 21 November and it is assembled locally by Maruti Suzuki. All trims
are mated to a 5-speed manual transmission. The VXi and ZXi trims are also mated to a 4-speed
automatic transmission. The petrol variants received TFT multi-information colour display. The
1. It is mated to a 6-speed manual transmission. In Indonesia, the second generation Ertiga went
on sale in May The GA trim is only available with 5-speed manual transmission, while the GL
and GX trims are available with either 5-speed manual or 4-speed automatic transmission. The
GX trim received beige interior with wooden pattern. The second generation Ertiga has been
sold 6, units in the first month after its release. The second generation Ertiga received an
update on 15 February for the Indonesian market. The GX trim received two-tone black polished
alloy wheels, rear defogger, 6. The "Suzuki Sport" version of the second generation Ertiga was
displayed as a concept at the 26th Gaikindo Indonesia International Auto Show in August , with
its production version launched on 22 March , which is based on the GX trim, featuring a front
mesh grille, sporty body kit, daytime running lights, black interior with wooden pattern, backup
camera and also equipped with ESP as a standard feature. The second generation Ertiga
received another update on 15 January for the Indonesian market. The GX trim now received
black interior with wooden pattern and an 8-inch touchscreen head unit, while the GL trim
received air conditioner with digital display. The second generation Ertiga was launched in the
Philippines on 23 January It is offered in three trim levels: GA with manual transmission only ,
GL with either manual or automatic transmission and GLX with automatic transmission only.
The second generation Ertiga was launched in South Africa on 8 March It is offered in GA and
GL trim levels. The second generation Ertiga was launched in Thailand in February being fully
imported from Indonesia. Unlike the 7-seater Ertiga, the XL6 is a 6-seater, referring to its name.
The international market XL7 retains its 7-seat capability. In Indonesia, it is available in three
trim levels: Zeta, Beta and Alpha, with either manual or automatic transmission. From
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the vehicle is its outstanding 4 wheel drive. As an Alaskan resident, this feature saved me from
being stranded in the snow multiple times. Another feature that is excellent is the lift. Being up
and above other cars around me even though it's a small SUV is great for staying safe and
avoiding accidents. I can see everything. The seats are comfortable and you can fit an army of
passengers in the vehicle. All in all, the vehicle only gives me one real complaint: fuel economy.
I think Suzuki could have done a lot better for gas mileage, considering how small the SUV's
frame is. Other than that, I would recommend the car to anyone. I first got my Suzuki xL7 in and
the price was excellent. Absolutely the most fun was when we had gently slid off the road in
Alaska and get buried in the snow. After the initial shock and realizing we were alright, I
discovered that we were indeed stuck. Putting the vehicle into 4 wheel drive added an insane
amount of power and grip. We got out easily, and were laughing the whole way home. My
favorite feature is by far the 4 wheel drive. Cruise control and cd player come in a distant
second and third. I bought a bare bones model, so there aren't too many bells and whistles.
What I did get was reliability, and a smooth ride. The top negative is a pretty poor fuel economy.
The thing eats gas faster than it should. XL7 Owner. Overall 3. Our Suzuki is a previously water
damaged vehicle with power locks and doors. A sunroof is included and rear third seat as well. I
like that I can mostly comfortably fit my family of 5 inside without having to purchase a larger
vehicle. The third seat room is the largest seemingly in its class on the market. The option of
controlling temperature for the rear of the car is nice. I like that the car is mostly good on
gasoline on the highway and includes an aux cable ability to connect to my smartphone for
play. I like that the car includes latch for car seats and cruise control for long rides in the family
car. I like that the Suzuki also has a rear window defrost and wiper feature. I dislike the alarm of
the car and also the display on the dashboard. It looks a bit dated and while includ It looks a bit
dated and while includes pertinent information is a bit standard. I like the height off of the
ground of the vehicle as it doesn't seem prone to rolling over and is quite stable. I also like that
the vehicle is compact to fit in a garage or parking spot but large enough to seat 7. I do wish
that the third seat was a bit long and also the second seat in order to accommodate larger
models of car seats being put out nowadays. I also wish that a latch function was available on
the third seat. I remember when we looked like a clown car when we went to open houses
because we fit a total of 7 people adults and 3 children in seats in what looks like a midsize
SUV. Car seems to have a high rollover threshold. Car can fit 7 people mostly comfortably. The
car is mostly good on gasoline on the highway requiring average fill ups in compared to a small
car. Third row is a bit small and requires some smart maneuvering when placing small children
in their safety seats relating to directionality. The car does not offer Bluetooth capability or
many other now standard features. Overall 2. My vehicle is a rebuild, which means it is missing
a radio and has had some problems as a result of the rebuild. I am trying to not let that influence
the rest of the review of the vehicle. I like the color, the fact that it has a large space in the back
for my dog, and the fact that I can add extra seats in the back. I enjoy driving a car that is this
high up above the traffic. We have taken the vehicle off-road several times, which is great for
our dog who love going places and running around freely. This vehicle lets us go places where
that is possible. The option for a third row of seats. The way that the car sits; it is high up and it
gives me the ability to see over a distance. I like being able to change the drive style from four
wheel to two wheel. I like that the seats are relatively comfortable for me. I like the cruise
control. The vehicle gets very poor gas mileage and is expensive to run. The seat belts are tiny,
and I have to buy extenders for anyone beyond the normal size. The car has poor shocks and
moves a lot over the bumps in the road. The SUV often feels as though it is about to tip over.
Parts can be hard to find and expensive. Used Cars for Sale. Used Suzuki Samurai. A majority of
all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
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shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For
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service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from
California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the
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